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Abstract

Built in 1981 the LEFCA is a Basic Nuclear Facility (BNF) in which experimental plutonium based fuels are produced
and characterised in about a hundred Gloves Boxes (GB). Many safety rules are required, especially those
concerning seismic risk. In order to prepare the December 2003 safety reconsideration, the following methodology
has been proposed so that GB might resist the Safe Shutdown Earthquake.

s The determination of a safety target: the GB static containment,
^ The realisation of an « in situ » assessment: the definition of several classes of GB, vibrating table tests and

the modelling of the GB behaviour with seismic sollicitations,
/ A strength diagnosis for equipment: filters, connecting tunnels and pipes holding,
s A proposal for further strengthening modifications if necessary : fixing the frame, interlocking GB and the

frame, taking internal or external GB missiles into account

This process has contributed to a reduction in the radiological potential seismic impact for the neighbouring
populations. We shall present the implemented methodology and the strengthening works that have been approved
by Safety Authorities. Reinforcement modifications will begin in 2004.
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Introduction

Built in 1981, the LEFCA facility (Advanced Fuels Fabrication and Running Laboratory) is a Basic Nuclear
Facility (BNF) located at the Cadarache Nuclear Research Centre in France. Experimental plutonium
based fuels of the MOX Type are produced and characterized here: i.e. oxide mixtures of U and Pu. This
facility is made up of three levels and has an overall surface of 2700 m2, including 12 cells, each
measuring 110 m2, that are dedicated to Rand D activities. There are also over 100 pieces of
experimental equipment for both fabrication (mixer, grinding mid, compacting press, oven) and
characterization (electron scanning microscope, microprobe, DRX, etc,).

The most probably risk for this type of facility is the spread of radioactive matter in view of the fact that
solid radioactive matter is used here either in the form of spread powders, green or sintered pellets.
Therefore, the prevention of such a risk is based on the sequence of interposed barriers that are both
static and dynamic existing between the matter and the worker or the environment. The LEFCA facility
has in general 3 barriers of static containment:
> The Gloves Box (a containment box of approximately 1m3) standing on a welded steel framework
equipped with gloves enabling workers to manipulate the radioactive matter. This Gloves Box makes up
the first barrier,
> The cell in which the gloves boxes are located is the second barrier,
> The rest of the facility (the access hatch and then the personnel hallway followed by the offices
and locker rooms) are the 3rd barrier.

Each of the static containment barriers has it's own ventilation network. A cascade of partial vacuum
pressure between these 3 networks allows us to mitigate the consequences of a sudden break in the
static containment by guaranteeing a transfer from the less contaminated zones towards the most heavily
contaminated ones.
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The Seismic Procedure

The BNFs are inspected by Safety Authorities every 10 years thereby allowing us to guarantee an
adequate level of safety in conformance with the safety regulations set down by the current legislation.

For the LEFCA facility, this re-assessment began in 1998 and was completed by the creation of a
Permanent Group on December 10th 2003. It meanly lead to fire, containment and seismic
strengthenings. Regarding the implementation of the seismic risk factor, the procedure presented was the
following:

Initially the safety objectives were defined:
y Static containment of the first and second barriers,
•/ No specific demand for the third barrier
y Absence of intensifying factors worsening the situation such as fire or a criticality accident,

•/ No requirement as to the decay heat removal and external exposure

Once the objectives were set, it was necessary to
establish a diagnosis of the behaviour of the
equipment and the structures based on the seismic
stresses to which they would be submitted. The
spectra of the seismic stresses come from
Fundamental Safety Rules and are specifically
adapted to each site. A 3D modelling of the
equipment and of the building structure was
established afterwards and enabled us to determine
if the constitutive materials of the structures could
withstand the strains imposed by the seismic stresses.

In the opposite case, local reinforcements have been proposed in order to make up for the deficiencies.
Regarding the actual structure of LEFCA, the proposed reinforcements essentially concern the third
barrier.

Given the proposed reinforcements, the set safety requirements have been met. An impact study carried
out subsequently allowed us to determine the impact of the residual power releases. This study will be
presented later on.

At present, we propose to review the analysis of the behaviour of the Glove Boxes in detail.

A brief summary of the LEFCA Gloves Boxes structures

The principle architectural elements of the Gloves Boxes are the following:

> The containment box has a volume of approximately 1m3 (4m3 maximum). Each containment
presents at least one glass panel equipped with several gloves ports. With the exception of a few
rare gloves boxes made entirely of plastic materials, the overall framework of the containment is
made up of steel sheets either folded or welded or they may even be composed of entire steel
sections. The latter type of gloves boxes may have up to 5 glass panels, with only the lower part of
the work counter being made of steel. The glass panels are maintained by a system of frames and
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lock frames with bolted assemblies (seam clamps for example). Various devices, cumbersome for
some, are quite simply placed on the work counters or anchored onto the concrete structure.

> The supporting structure of the containment box. This concerns a welded framework of steel
plates. The containment is simply placed on this framework or blocked in displacement by clamps
that are either welded or bolted onto the framework (with no mechanical connection) or made solid
by the latter using bolted assemblies. Adjustable stands, screwed onto the lower part of the
framework (a threaded rod and bolt/lock bolt), allow us to adjust the height of the gloves box.

> The purpose of the network of piping located on the upper part is for the ventilation. This piping
network is of course equipped with components such as valves, filter boxes, pressure gauges, etc.

> The piping in this network is made of polyvinyl chloride, "PVC" (0 = 40 mm), of copper or of
stainless steel (0 = 32 mm). Each of these pipes is equipped with a box filter (two filters, one of
them being inside the box and the other placed immediately outside of it). Another network of pipes
in copper or in stainless steel (0 = 12 or 14 mm), is also linked up to certain boxes This is the feed
network of rare gases.

The gloves boxes are simply placed on the floor or anchored onto it using either angles or reinforced
adjustable stands. These boxes may be placed apart from one another or linked. In the latter case, they
make up a complex chain of several gloves boxes linked to each others by tunnels connecting the
containments using screwed assemblies of steel sections or glass polymers. The tunnels are made either
of steel or of plastic materials. A soft, plastic shaft ensures the extra containment around each tunnel.

Apart from the internal devices in the gloves boxes, other external elements might become missiles under
the shock of the seism. These could be parts of the ductwork from the ventilation system, lighting devices,
electricity cabinets, power supply boxes, a radioprotection apparatus on wheels or any other kind of
equipment on wheels.

An analysis of the seismic behaviour of the gloves boxes

C. PEDRON from the DM2S/SEMT/EMSI (CEA Saclay) carried out the vulnerability analysis of the
Gloves Boxes in 2001 It dealt with the following:

> the definition of the operation requirement for the GB after the earthquake
> the results obtained from an "in situ" assessment of the whole GB
> the use of similar GB modelling and tests on vibrating tables.
> action proposals

Concerning the definition of operation requirements, the duty of the plant operator is to ensure that after a
seism classified as a level SSE (safe shutdown earthquake), the risk of radioactive material release
remains as low as possible. In order to accomplish this, each piece of equipment must therefore be able
to guarantee the static containment (the dynamic containment between the various barriers having been
cut off automatically by a device subject to the accelerometers). This signifies that the GB must preserve
both:

> Their stability
> Their integrity

By stability, it is meant that the gloves box has not been overturned. Loss of stability may be due to:

> Hypothesis H1 the stand was not anchored to the structural walls of the building (or
inadequately anchored, i.e. "poorly dimensioned"),

> Hypothesis H2: the collapse of the stand due to the intensity of the earthquake and the
formation of plastic swivels or buckling

> Hypothesis H3: Instability of the containment due to the fact that it was not anchored onto the
stand.
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It can be said that there is loss of integrity if the equipment exhibits a break that remains open after the
earthquake, causing a great risk of radioactive release into the environment. In addition to the three
preceding hypotheses, this loss of integrity may also result from

> Hypothesis H4: a "rip" or "tear" in the containment box (glass, steel section, rupture in the
tunnel connections) under the direct effects of a seism (inertial forces and great imposed
displacement) in contrast to the effects of missiles,

> Hypothesis H5: the destruction of one or several of the piping networks or at least parts of the
networks that contribute to maintaining the static containments, this being due to the effect of
imposed displacements of a seismic origin.

> Hypothesis H6: the destruction of the glass panel due to the impact of an internal object,
acting potentially as a missile,

> Hypothesis H7 the impact of an external missile against the glass panel, or a piping network.

Afterwards, the procedure consists in determining, for a lot representing 25% of the LEFCA gloves boxes,
if the preceding aggression hypotheses were plausible, and if so, to propose reinforcements or
justification through calculations or recommendations linked to the use of the GB.

Therefore, the following proposals were put forward:

Aggression hypotheses

H1: absence of anchoring or inadequate,
poorly dimensioned anchoring

H2: instability of the stand

H3: instability of the containment box

H4: break in the containment box

H5: destruction of the piping network

H6: internal objects with a "missile
potential"

H7: external objects with a "missile
potential"

Action proposals

- demonstration of the stability through GB tests on vibrating
tables

- anchoring design basis of the stand on the floor

- verification calculation of the seismic resistance of the stand

- blocked in displacement by the installation of clamps

- steel hoops placed round the containment box and the stand

- demonstration of the containment's integrity through tests on
vibrating tables

- demonstration of the tunnel integrity through modelling

- flexibility of the piping by eliminating the mounting clamps that
are closest to the filter boxes.

- demonstration of the "non missile" character of solid object <
10 kg in mass through tests on vibrating tables

- the anchoring or instructions for the use of objects either > 10
kg or of great height and thin

- verification calculations regarding the seismic resistance of the
ventilation ductwork and of the lighting channels

- modification of the stands on the radioprotection devices

- anchoring of the power supply boxes and electricity cabinets

The Impact Study

Thanks to the above procedure, the proposals for reinforcements have enabled us to guarantee a strong
first barrier (GB) in the case of an earthquake and a stable second barrier (the cell). In order to determine
the potential releases into the environment, as a source term, we have kept a realistic quantity of matter
corresponding to the average of the mass matter involved, increased by a standard deviation, i.e. 2000gr
for all the cells in the BNF. Afterwards, we took into account the following different multiplying factors,
translating the physical phenomena of transfer or retention:

> retention ensured by the experimental equipment inside the GB. We considered that only 10% of
the quantity of matter contained in the GB could not be found inside a primary container or a
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piece of process equipment (grinder, hopper) and was therefore likely to be put back into
suspension.

> particle suspension of the matter after an earthquake. The particle suspension coefficient
depends on the physico-chemical nature (powder, compressed or sintered pellet) and was
estimated by drop or crushing tests. We have retained a factor of 1E-4 for PuO2 or UPuO2

powders and a factor of 1E-5 for PuO2 or UPuO2 green pellets.
> transfer at the level of the GB. We have arbitrarily estimated that a reinforced GB had a 5%

transfer rate (following the small cracks that could appear at the level of the gloves ports)
whereas an un-reinforced GB could release up to 50 % of the matter contained therein.

> transfer at the cell level. A thorough study of the cell containment, also carried out by E.
JEANVOINE from CEA/DM2S/SEMT/EMSI in Saclay allowed researchers to demonstrate that
even if cracks were to appear in the walls following the earthquake, these cracks were not
transversal (steels were not plastified) and were estimated to have an accumulated length of a
few centimeters on a wall 15m long. This surface was, in all cases, deemed negligible in
comparison to the lower areas of the doors (50 cm2). The leak rate for such a surface was
estimated at 240 m3/h based on the abacus of the ventilation guide whereas the rate of re-
deposition for a cell from the LEFCA facility is about 4000 m3/h. The transfer rate of the cell is
therefore expressed as follows:

cell transfer rate = leak rate / (leak rate + re-deposition rate)

In the case of LEFCA, the transfer rate is 6%.

If we accumulate all of these factors, the quantity of matter potentially transferable to the facility level is
estimated to be at 0.1 mg and likely to cause an impact lower than 1uSv for the populations living closest
to the facility. Otherwise stated, 1000 times less than the yearly integral dose due to sunlight rays.
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Reinforcement modifications carried out on the GB

The study carried out led to the following specific proposals for reinforcements which were validated by
Safety Authorities:

> the fastening of the GB's stand to the floor thanks to a simple and sturdy device: metal angles
anchored onto the floor by bolts

> the joining together of the containment box and the stand either by steel hoops or by placing
clamps on the framework

> the anchoring of the major external missiles: namely, the electricity power boxes and control
consoles

> the anchoring of heavy objects (> 10 kg) or tall, thin objects, inside the GB or the implementation
of operating instructions.
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